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Trees are defined as mappings from tree structures (in the graph- 
theoretic sense) into sets of symbols. 
Regular systems are defined in which the production rules are of the 
form ~ -~ ¢, where ¢ and ¢ are trees. An  application of a rule involves 
replacing a subtree ~ by the tree ¢. 
The main result is that the sets of trees generated by regular sys- 
tems are exactly those that are accepted by tree automata. This 
generalizes a theorem of B/~chi, proved for strings. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, mathemat ica l  models  of mach ines  wh ich  operate on 
strings of symbols  have  been studied extensively. These  models  include 
the Tur ing  mach ine  and  its many variations, such as the linear bounded 
automaton,  automaton  with push  down storage and  the finite automaton.  
For  each of these machines, there is a string generating system or 
g rammar  wh ich  produces exactly the set of strings recognized by  the 
machine. In this manner ,  the context-sensitive and  context-free gram-  
mars  of Chomsky  correspond to linear bounded automata  and  finite 
automata  with a single push  down storage, respectively, and  the regular 
systems of Btichi correspond to finite automata.  
Biichi has placed the study of finite automata  within the f ramework  of 
more  traditional mathemat ics  by  considering an automaton  to be an 
abstract algebra, in which the operations are unary, and an output 
relation. With this point of view, it is natural to consider the ease where 
operators may have arbitrary finite index. Doner, Thatcher, and Wright 
have investigated the properties ofthese algebras, considered as automata 
which accept rees which are formed, using Polish notation, from a finite 
alphabet of symbols, each of which may be thought of as an operator 
of fixed index. In this paper, we investigate a class of systems which 
generate xactly the sets of trees accepted by the automata. 
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2. TREES 
We wish to adopt a formalism used by Doner (1967) and Gorn (1965) 
to define trees. I t  is interesting to note that Thue (1910) used similar 
ideas in a paper written almost 60 years ago. This method of presenta- 
tion allows precise and simple definition of subtree, replacement of a 
subtree, etc. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N + be the set of positive integers. Let U be the 
free monoid generated by N +. Let • be the operation and 0 the identity 
of U. The depth of a C U is denoted d(a) and defined as follows: 
d(0) = 0, d(a . i )  = d(a) -t- 1, iCN +.a  -< b i f f thereex is tsxC U 
such that a. x = b. a and b are incomparable iff a $ b and b $ a. Figure 1 
illustrates the partial ordering on U, called the universal tree domain 
by Gorn. 
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FIG. 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. D is a tree domain iff D is a finite subset of U satisfy- 
ing (1) bCDanda < b impl iesaCDand (2) a - jCDand i< j in  
N + implies a. i 6 D. 
A tree (i.e., an ordered labelled tree or value tree) will be defined as a 
mapping from a tree domain (an ordered tree in the graph theoretic 
sense) into some set of symbols. However, only trees of a certain ~ype 
will be considered; therefore, we first make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.3. A stratified alphabet, Gorn (1965), is a pair (A, a) 
where A is a finite set of symbols and z: A -+ N. Let A~ = -1  (n). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A tree over A (i.e., over (-4, ~)) is a function a: D --* A 
such that D is a tree domain and z[a(a)] = max {ila.i C D}. I.e., 
the stratification of a label at a must be equal to the number of branches 
in the tree domain at a. The domain of a tree is denoted D (a) or Da. 
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Let A ~ be the set of all trees over A. The depth of a, d(a)  = 
max {d(a) la E Da}. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let A = {Y, ~-~, p, q}, a(Y) = 2, z(~--) = 1, z(p)  = 
¢(q) = 0. In this case A r is the set of well formed formulas of proposi- 
tional calculus involving one or two statement letters. The tree { (0, g), 
(1, N) ,  (1.1, p), (2, q)} would usually be written 
/q  ,\ 
~, q 
I 
P 
For typographical reasons, trees will be represented using Polish 
postfix notation, e.g., p ~ qY for the tree above; however, extensive use 
will be made of the functional nature of trees in definitions and proofs. 
I t  should be noted that trees are generalizations of strings. Let 
A = l~, xl, . - -  , xk} where~(~) --- 0 and ~(x~) = 1, 1 -< i -< n. There is 
a natural correspondence b tween A r and (A -- I~,} )* given by #a +-~ a. 
The systems discussed in this paper are generalizations of Biichi's 
(1964) regular canonical systems, which generate strings. 
DEFINITION- 2.6. Let a, b, b' be merabers of U such that b = a.b r. 
Then b/a = b'. b/a is not defined unless a ~ b. 
We have b/0 = b, a/a = 0 and a. (b/a) -= (a.b ) /a = b. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Le ta  EAr  anda C Da.a /a  = I (b,x) ] (a .b ,x)  C c~}. 
c~/a is the subtree of a at a and a/a  occurs at a in a. 
We have a/0  = a and c~ C A r, a E Da implies a/a  ~ A r. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let a ~ A ~, a C U. a .a  = { (b, x) l (b/a, z)  C a}. 
We have 0. a = a and a. a C A r i f f  a = O. Using postfix notation, the 
tree [J~i=~ i-as [J { (0, x)} is represented by ala2 • .. a~x. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let a C Da, a, fl E A r. 
a (a~- - f l )  = [ (b ,x )  ~ c~lb ~ a} Ua .a .  
This is the result of replacing the subtree a/a  at a by the tree ~. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let A and a = p ~-~ qV be as given in Example 2.5. Let 
= pqg. Then a/1 = p~.~ and a(1 ~-- fl) = pqYqY. 
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Note that the notation a/a  allows one to reference any well-formed 
subformula in many formal systems. 
The following results are immediate consequences of the above defi- 
nitions. Proofs may be found in Brainerd (1967). 
LEMMA 2.11. I f  a <= b ~ Da, then a/b = (c~/a)/ (b/a). 
LEMMA 2.12. I f  a ~ b and fl = c~ (b ~- ~ ), then ~/a = (a/a ) (b/a ~-- ~b ), 
i.e., (a(b ~- ¢ ) ) /a  = (o~/a)(b/a ~-- ~b ). 
LEMMA 2.13. "y(b ~-- a ) /b .a  = c~/a. 
LEMMA 2.14.7(b ~-- a (a ~-- ~ ) ) = "y (b e-  a ) (b.a e-  ~b ). 
LEMMA 2.15. I f  c~, ~, "y E A r and i f  a and b are incomparable lements of 
D% then ~/ (a <--- oz ) (b ~- ~ ) = "y (b e -  ~ ) (a ~-- a);  i.e., replacements at a 
and b may be made in either order with the same result. 
Lemma 2.15 is an example of the general principle "anything done to a 
subtree at a has no effect on the subtree at b, provided a and b are in- 
comparable." Acceptance of this principle should make some of the rather 
complicated proofs somewhat easier to follow. 
3. REGULAR SYSTEMS 
In this section, a class of systems which generate trees is defined and 
investigated. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A regular system over (A, a} is a system S = 
{B, r ,  p, r )  satisfying 
(a) (B, at) is a finite stratified alphabet such that A ~ B and 
t 
I A = a. The elements of A and B-A are called terminal and nonterminal 
symbols, respectively. 
(b) P is a finite set of production rules of the form ~ --~ ¢, where 
¢ ,~EB r. 
(e) r ~ B r is a finite set of axioms. 
The following definition indicates how a regular system generates trees. 
DEFINITION 3.2. a -% f~ is S iff there is a rule ~b --~ ~b in P such that 
a/a  = ¢ and f~ = a (a ~-- ~b). a -~ ~ in S iff there exists a E Da such that 
a -% ~. a ~- ~ in S iff there exist a0, a l ,  "'" , aM, m >= 0 such that 
a = a0-~a l - -~" ' - -~  = f l inS .  Thesequenceao ,a~, ' " ,a~is  
called a derivation or deduction of ]~ from a, and m is the length of the 
derivation. 
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Note, in particular, that a is a derivation of length zero of a t- a, for 
a l la  C B r. 
We want to thil~k of a system over A as generating or producing trees 
in A T, i.e., trees containing only terminal symbols. 
DEFINITIOhr 3.3. If S is a regular system over A, then T(S)  = 
{a ~ A T I"~'y ~ P ) "y }-- a in S} is the set of trees generated by S. ~ is 
a regular set iff ~ = T(S)  for some regular system S. Systems S and S' 
are equivalent iff T (S) = T (S'). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let (A, ¢} be as in Example 2.5. Let S = (B, (/, P, P) 
whereB = A U IX} ,~/ (X)  = O,P = {X-+XpV,  X -+p} andr  = {X}. 
I t  may be verified that T(S)  = {p~+lg~]n ~= 0}. 
Notice that ff the trees of this example are expressed in postfix (or 
prefix) form, S becomes a context-free grammar, Chomsky (1959), Gins- 
burg (1966). However, the following example does not even correspond 
to a context-sensitive grammar, Chomsky (1959), Ginsburg (1966), be- 
cause it contains rules in which the right hand side is shorter than the 
left hand side. A later theorem, however, shows that each regular system 
generates a set of trees which form a context-free set when written in 
postfix (or prefix) form. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let S = (A, ¢, P, I') where (A, ~) is as in example 2.5, 
P = {p -+ p ~ qY, p ~ -+p~',+~+, p ~-,~.+ qY ---+ pqY r-+} and F = {p+-~}. 
The following is a derivation of p ~ qYqY~-,-.~: p ~,~ ---+p ~ qY ~ -+p 
,'-+,-,-, qV ~ ---+pqg ,-,., ~ ---+p ~.~ qYqY,-.+ ~'-~. This grammar has no nonter- 
minal symbols. I t  will be shown (Theorem 4.8) that each regular set 
is generated by a system having no nonterminal symbols. 
In the following three lemmas, let S = (B, ¢', P, P) be a regular system 
over (A, z} 
LEMMA 3.6. I f  a ~ ~ and a < b, then a /a  b/?, fl/a. 
Proof. a ~ ~ implies there is a rule ¢ -+ ¢ in P such that a/b = d) and 
= a(b +- ¢). Hence (a /a ) / (b /a )  = c~/b = ¢, by lemma 2.11 and 
B/a = (<x/a) (b/a +- ¢), by Lemma 2.12, which implies a/a  b/% ~/a. 
LEMMA 3.7. I f  a --+ B and b C DT, then 7 (b +- a)  ---+ 7 (b +- ~ ). 
Proof. If a --+ fl, then there exist a C Da  and a rule ¢ ---> ¢ in P such 
that a/a  = ¢ and ~ = a(a +-- ¢). Hence 7(b +-- a) /b .a  = a/a  = ¢ by 
Lemma 2.13 and 7(b +- ~)(b .a  +- ¢) = 7(5 +-- a(a +- +)) by Lemma 
2.14. Thus ~(b +-- a) -)--'% 7(b +-- f~). 
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Co~oLLAaY 3.8. I f  ~ t- ~ and b C D% then "y(b e -  ~) ~- "y(b ~- [3). 
LE~MA 3.9. Suppose a = et la2  ' ' '  anx ,  ~ = ~1~ " ' "  ~nX, --1 (X)  = n > 0 
and a = ~/o ~z~ . . .  2_~ .y~ = ~ is a deduction of a ~ ~ in which aj ~ O, 
1 <= j <= m, i.e., an entire tree is never replaced. Then at ~- ~,  1 <- i <_ n. 
Conversely, i f  ai ~ fl~ , 1 <- i <- n, then a ~- ft. 
Proof. Assume a i- ~ as described above. The proof that a~ t--/~ is by 
induction on m, the length of the derivation. 
(a) m -- 0 implies a = ~ implies ai = /~i implies a~ t- /~i, for 
l <_ i<_n .  
(b) Let m > 0 and assume the lemma holds for all derivations of 
t ] 
length m - 1. Since al ~ 0, ~/1(0) = ~'0(0) = x. Let ~1 = a~ - . .  a~x. 
Also, a~ ~ 0 implies there exists/~ C N + such that a~ = /~. a ~. (The first 
replacement is made in the kth branch of the tree.) Thus, for i ~ k, 
? l • a 1 a~ -- ~i nnd ~i t-- ~i • By Lemma 3.6, since "Yo --:* ~Y1 , ~o/~ a~/k) "~1/~, i.e., 
! t ! l 
a~ ~ ~k and ak ~- ~.  By  the induction hypothesis, a~ ~ ~ for 
1 ~ i __- n, thus at I- ~ ,  since I-  is transitive. 
For the converse, let ~ = y~x, where y is any member of B0. Then 
a = a~. . .  a.x -- ~,(1 e -a1)  . . .  (ne -a~)  ~- ~,(l e -~)  . . .  (n+--/~) = 
f~ . . -  f~.x by Corollary 3.8. 
Our goal is to show that each regular set is accepted by a tree automa- 
ton. We proceed to show how, given a regular system, to construct 
equivalent systems, which are simpler in form. 
LEMM~ 3.10. For every regular syste~ S = {B, ~, P, r) ,  one can effec- 
tively construct an equivalent system S' = (B ~, (r', P~, F !) such that F' con- 
sists of a single nonterminal symbol, i.e., a tree of the form I (0, Z ) }, Z ~ Bo !. 
Proof. Let Z be any symbol not in B. Let B ! = B U IZ}, J (Z )  -- 0, 
P '  = P [J (Z -~ ~ I~ ~ F} and F' = (Z}. Clearly T(S  !) = T (S) .  
As a result of Lemma 3.10, it will usually be assumed that F = {Z} 
and the system will be written (B, z, P, Z). 
DEFINITION 3.11. A system (B, a, P, Z} is simple iff all rules of P are 
of the form Xo --~ XI  • •. X~(~)x, Xo --~ X ,  or X~ .. • X~(~)x ~ Xo , where 
each X0, X~, • • • is a nonterminal symbol. 
LEMMA 3.12. Given a system S = (B, ~, P,  Z}, one can effectively find 
! ! 
simple system S ~ = (B !, ~ , P ,  Z) which is equivalent to S. 
Proof. Let P = /~b~ --~ ~ I 1 -< i -< r}. To construct S!, introduceuew 
symbols U~ ~ and V~ ~ for each a ~ D¢~ and b ~ D¢~. Let P~ consist 
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of (1) rules that contract ¢~ one level at a time, having the form 
U~.I . . .  U~.mz -~ Ua ~, where ¢~(a) = x C B,~ ; (2) the ruIes Uff -~V04; 
and 3) rules of the form V¢ -+ V;.1 • • • " • Vb.,,y that expand Va t to the tree 
~4. In detail, let B 4 = {U j laCDCd U{Vb ' lb~D~d and B' = 
U~=I B' U B. Let 
p4 { ,4 ,i , 4 
U{U0 ~-+ V0 z} U IYb ~ -~ V~.~.. .  V~.,~ylb C D~,  ~,(b) = y ~ B~}. 
Let P' = U~I pi. 
The construction of S ~ is clearly effective. We must now show that 
T(S ' )  = T (S) .  First, note that ¢~ f- ¢~ in S', for each rule ¢4 --> ¢i in P. 
The deduction is obtained by applying each rule of P~ in some appropri- 
ate order. Now suppose a A~ ~ in S. Then for some rule ¢4 -+ ~ in S, 
c~/a = ¢4 and ¢ = a (a +-- ~)~. By the above argument a/a  = ¢~ F- ~, = 
fl/a in S', hence a = a(a ~-- a /a  ) ~ a(a ~-- fl/a ) = a(a +-- ~)  = fl in S' 
by Corollary 3.8 and T (S) ~ T (S'). 
For the converse, suppose a ~ T(S ' ) ,  i.e., Z t- a ~ A r in S'. A de- 
duction of Z F- a in S may be constructed as follows: Examine the de- 
duction Z b- a in S'; each time a rule U0 ~ --~ V0 4 is a applied at c, apply 
the rule ¢, ~-~ ~ at c. The result will be derivation of Z ~- ~ in S, because 
if the rule U0 i --~ V0 4 can be applied at c, all contracting rules in P~ (i.e., 
those involving Uo 4, a C De,) must have been applied previously at the 
corresponding addresses c.a and all expanding rules of p4 (i.e., those in- 
volving Vb 4, b C 'D~4) must be applied later at c.b, since all symbols U~ i
and V j  are nonterminM. This also means that if one rule of P; is applied in 
a derivation, then all rules in P~ must be applied to eliminate the non- 
terminal symbols U j  and V j  and if all can be applied, then the single 
rule ¢~ --+ ~, in S is also applicable. It  should be noted that in S', it is not 
necessary to apply all rules of some set PC in sequence; other rules may be 
applied to independent subtrees (see Lemma 2.15). 
LEMMa 3.13. Given a simple system S = (B, or, P, Z} over A and given 
x ~ A , ,  Xo ,  221, . . .  , X~ ~ B-A,  Xo ~ X~ . . .  X ,z  in S in  decidable. 
Proof. Suppose X0 = a0 -~ at --~ .-" --~ a~ = X~ .- .  X~x. Call 
d = max {d(a~)l 0 -< i -< m} the depth of the derivation, where d(a4) is 
the depth of a,~ (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.4). Let 
M = max {n 1 ~-~ (n) ~ 01 
and let K be the number of elements in B. It  will be shown that if 
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d > 1 + K ~x+2, then there is another derivation of Xo ~ X1 • . .  X~x of 
length less than m. Suppose d > 1 -{- K *r+2 and let at be a tree in the 
derivation such that d(at) = d. Let kl.ks • .- ks, kj E N +, 1 _-< j =< d 
be an element of Dat  of maximal depth d and let aj = kl . . .  ks so that 
al < a2 < . . .  < as .  Le t  at (as)  = u j  C B .  For 1 =< j < d, let 
Ps = rain {i _-< t l i  _< h < t implies ah(as) = u~} andq~ - max {i _>_ t t t  
< h < i implies ah (as) = us}. Note that if p~ < h < qj then ah (aj) = 
at (as)  = us .  If z(u,~) = nj ,  then n~. > 0, 1 =< j < d. Since S is simple, 
each step. ap~. 1 .-+ a~., 1 < j < d, involves the application of a rule of the 
form U0 J -~ U1 ~ J • • • Un:u j  at aj and each step aq~.~ --> a q., 1 _-< j .<  d in- 
volves the application of a rule of the form V~ ~ . . .  V~v j  --* Vo ~. (Here 
the superscript refers to the depth at which the rule is applied• ) 
For each j, 1 =< j < d, write the sequence sj = (uj, U1 s, • .- , U~j, V0J}. 
There are at most K ~+2 such sequences, o there exist integers p and q, 
such that sp = sq and 1 =< p < q -< d - 1, since d - 1 > K u+2. A shorter 
deduction of Xo ~ X~ . . .  X~x can be constructed by eliminating from 
the given deduction all steps in which a rule is applied at a, where a > ap 
and a ~> aq,  and replacing all steps involving an application of a rule at 
a > aq by an application of the same rule at ap. (a/aq) .  
If the resulting deduction still has depth d > 1 ~ K ~+2, this process 
can be repeated, yielding a sequence of deductions with strictly decreas- 
ing lengths. Thus, ~fter a finite number of steps, ~ deduction of depth 
d <= 1 --~ K M+~ is obtained. There are only finitely many trees over B of 
depth d < 1 -]- K ~+~. Let ~ be the number of such trees. If  the deduction 
Xo = ~o --~ • • • -+ o~,~ = X I  • • • X~x has length m > p, then o~p = aq for 
some 0 _-< p < q __< m and thereis a shorter deduction Xo -- ~o-~""  
--~ o~ -~ aq+l .~  . . . .  -~ o~m = X~ . . .  X,~x. We have established that if 
Xo ~ X~. . .X~x,  there is a deduction of depth d =< 1 ~- K M+~ and 
length m < ,. Since there are only finitely many such deductions and it 
may be effectively decided when the list is complete, Lemma 3•13 is 
established. 
DEFINITION 3•14. A system S = (B, g, P, Z} over A is expans ive  iff each 
rule in P is of the form Xo -+ X I . . .X~x where x~ A~ and 
Xo,X~, . . . ,X~ B-A .  
Ln~ 3.15• For  each s imple  system S = (B, (r, P ,  Z}, one can effectively 
construct an expans ive system S ~ = (B, ~, P~, Z)  such that T (S ~) = T(S) .  
Proof .  Let P '  = {X0 -+ X~ • • . X,~x l Xo  ~- X~ ..  • X~x in S, x ~ A~. 
X~,  X~,  . . .  , X~ ~ B-A I .  
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Each derivation in S' can obviously by duplicated in S, thus 
T(S ' )  ~ T (S) .  
To prove T (S) ~ T (S'), we first prove that  if X ~ a C A r in S, then 
X l- a in S I, for any X 6 B-A.  The proof is by induction on the depth 
of Or. 
(a) d(~) = 0 implies ~ = xC A0 implies X -~ x6  P~ implies 
X F- x = a inS  r. 
(b) Assmned(~)  > 0andthat i fd (a ' )  < d(~) andX ~- a ' inS ,  
then X F- a '  in S'. Let a = ozlc~2...~:c, x ~ A~,  n > 0. Let  
X = 30"-~ ~3~ ~. . . - !~3~ = ~beadeduct ionofX  ~- ~ in S. Let 
p = max {i 1 3~ (0) ¢ a (0) } q- I, so that 3~-t (0) ¢ 3p (0) = ¢~,+~ (0) = 
. . . .  a(0) .  Thus B~-I = X0 and 3p = XI  . . .  X~x for some 
X0, X1, • - • , X~ in B-A,  since S is simple. Since X b- ¢~p = X1 • • • X,,x 
in S, X --~ X~ • •. X~m is a rule in P '  and so X b- X~ • .. X~x = ~ in S'. 
Since~3s(0) = x forp  =< j =< m, a~ ¢ 0 forp < j, hence X~ ~- ~ in  S, 
1 <- i <_ n, by one part of Lemma 3.9. Hence X~ ~- e~ in S t by the in- 
duction hypothesis, since d (~,) < d (a), 1 -< i _< n. By the other part of 
Lemma 3.9, ~3~ = X~ • • • X~x ~- a~ - • • ~,~x = ~ in S', hence X ~- 3~ ~- a 
in S ~. 
I f  a 6 T(S) ,  then a ~ A r and Z t- s inS .  Hence Z t- a in S' and 
a ~ T(S ' ) .  
P '  can be effectively constructed from S by Lemma 3.13 and the proof 
of Lemma 3.15 is complete. 
The results of Lemmas 3.10, 3.12, and 3.15 are summarized by the 
following theorem. 
TttEOt~EM 3.16. For each regular system, o~e can effeeliveIy construct 
an equivalent expansive system (i.e., one which has a single nonterminal 
axiom and whose rules are all of the form Xo -~ X~ • • • X~x, x ~ A ,  and 
Xo ,X~,  " "  ,X,~ ~ B-A) .  
COrOlLarY 3.17. I f  S is a regular system over A, then the set of 
strings in A* obtained by writing the members of T (S) in postfix (or 
prefix) form is a context-free language. 
Proof. Observe that the expansive system guaranteed by Theorem 3.16 
is a context-free grammar when the trees are written in postfix (or pre- 
fix) form. 
This result is of special interest when one observes that. the rules of a 
regular system, when written in postfix (or prefix) form are semi-Thue 
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rules. The rules may be quite general in the sense that they do not even 
need to be context-sensitive rules, as was illustrated in Example 3.5. 
There is, instead, the important restriction that both sides of a rule must 
be trees expressed as strings. Although this may be a fairly natural re- 
striction in some respects, it severely restricts the class of sets generated, 
because, although semi-Thue sets generate all recursively enumerable 
sets, Davis (1958), the following restatement of corollary 3.17 shows that 
if both sides of each rule of a semi-Thue system can be interpreted as 
trees, then only a context-free set is generated. 
T~EOR~M 3.18. Let S = (B, P, F} be a semi-Thue system over the alpha- 
bet A ~ B. Let T (S )  be the set of strings in A* derivable in S from one of 
the axioms P. Suppose P = {~ ~ ~b¢ I 1 <= i <= r}. I f  there is a function 
a :B  ---) N such that ¢i ,  ~'i, 1 ~ i <= r and the members of P are trees over 
(A, ¢} written in postfix (or prefix) form, T (S) is a context-free s t. 
Another close connection between regular sets of trees and context-free 
sets is exhibited by the following result proved by Mezei and Wright 
(1965), who gave credit to D. Muller. The proof given here provides an 
alternate approach using regular systems. 
DEFImTION 3.19. Define a mapping h:A r ~ Ao* as follows: 
h(a) = x if a = xE A0 
h(a~ . . .  a~x) = h(a~) . . .  h(a~) if x~A. ,  n>0.  
The function h forms a string in A0* obtained from ~ tree a by writing 
in order the images (labels) of all end points of a. 
TgEORE~ 3.20. I f  Z is a regular set of trees, then h (~ ) is a context-free 
set. Conversely, if  L is a context-free s t, then there is a regular set of trees Z, 
such that L = h (Z ). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.16, if Z is a regular set, there is an expansive 
system S = (B, ¢, P, Z) such that ~ = T(S) .  Let 
P' = [Xo ---> X~ . . .  X~ l x ~ A~ , n > O, Xo --~ X~ . . .  X~x E P} 
U {X ~x lX~x C P, x ~ A0}. 
Then if G is the context-free grammar (B, P', Z), 
T(G) = h(T(S) )  = h(~). 
For the converse, suppose L is generated by the context-free grammar 
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G = (B, P, Z). I t  may be assumed that all rules of G are of the form 
Xo -+ X1X~ or Xo -+ x, where X0, X1, X~ E B-Aand_ x E Ao ,Chomsky 
(1959). Let A' = AU{q-}  and B' = B[ J{q-} ,  where q- ~ B. Let 
(x) = 0, xE  Bando(+)  = 2. Let 
P '  = {Xo --+ XxX2 4- ]Xo --+ X~X2 E P} U {Xo --~ x lXo --~ x E P}. 
Let S = (B', ~, P ' ,  Z). Then if E = T(S),  L = T(G) = h(~). 
This section is concluded with the following theorem. 
THEORE~ 3.21. Let S = (B, o', P, F) satisfy all conditions for a regular 
system except possibly the one that requires 1 ~ to be finite. As before, 
define T(S)  = {c~ E Ar l3~ ' E r ~ -/ H a in S}. If  r is a regular set in 
A r, then so is T(S).  
Proof. I f  r is regular, then by theorem 3.16, r = T(S')  for some ex- 
pansive system S' = (B', J ,  P', S') over A. By changing symbols in 
B'-A if necessary, it may be assumed that (B-A) rl (B'-A) = f2~, since 
1 ~ _C A r. Let S" = (B", ~", P", Z), where B" = B U B', ~" = ¢ U ~' and 
P"  = P O P ' .  (," is a function because (B-A) f"l (B'-A) = ~ and 
= J IA by Definition 3.1(a).) We now show that T(S') = T(S).  
First suppose a E T (S). Then there exists y E r such that • k- ~ in S, 
which implies that y V ~ in G", since P _c P".  On the other hand, T E F 
implies Z H ~ in S', hence Z H ~ in G", since P '  C P". Thus Z k- ~" H 
in G" and ~ E T (S"). 
Suppose a E T(S").  To prove that ~ E T(S),  we show that any 
derivation Z H ~ in S" can be arranged so that all rules of P '  which are 
used in the derivation are applied first, yielding an element v E F, after 
which all rules of P which are used in the derivation are applied. This 
will show that v E r and V H ~ in S, hence ~ C T (S). 
Suppose in the deduction Z --~ • • • --~ ~k-i --~ ~ -~ m:+i -+ • • --* a in 
S", ak-i ~ oez by an application of a rule ~ -+ @ in P at a~ and ~k ~-~+*> a~ 
by an application of a rule in P '  at ak+,. Since all rules of P '  are expansive 
ae (ak+i) = X0 for some Xo E B-A, which implies that a~+, ~ aa, because 
a~+i _>- a~ implies X0 = m~ (a~+i) = ~ (az+i/a~) E B. On the other hand 
a~ > a~+i implies a~+, is not an end point of a~, which contradicts 
a~ (a~+i) = X0, since ¢' (X0) = 0. Thus m~ and m~+i areineomparrable 
and by Lemma 2.15, Z --+ . . -  + a,_, -+ a~+, -~ ~ --+ . . -  ---> ~ is a 
derivation in S ' .  This process of interchanging steps in the derivation 
may be repeated until a derivation is obtained in which all rules of P '  
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used are applied before any rules of P are applied. This completes the 
proof by the comments made above. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE OF REGULAR SYSTEMS AND TREE AUTOMATA 
The main purpose of this section is to show that the sets produced by 
regular systems are exactly those accepted by machines which are 
generalizations of ordinary finite automata. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (A, ~) be a stratified alphabet, where A = {xl 
x2, • • • xk}. A finite tree automaton over A is a system 
M = (Q, tl, " .  , tk, F) 
where 
(a) Q is a finite set of states, 
(b) For each i, 1 =< i -< h, t~ is a relation on Q~(~) X Q, and 
(c) F ___ Q is a set of final or accept states. 
If each t~ is a function t~ : Q~(~) --~ Q, then M is deterministic, otherwise 
M is nondeterministic, in which case we write t i (X1, . . . ,  Xn)  
X0iff ((X~, . . - ,Xn) ,Xo)  E t~.If~(x~) = O, we write t~ ~ X iff X E t~ . 
We now indicate how each automaton accepts or rejects a member 
of A r, and so defines a set of accepted trees. 
Notation. If x = x~ ~ A, then t~ means t~. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The response relation p of an automaton M is defined 
as follows: 
(a) i fx  C Ao,p(x )  ~ .~Xi f f t~ .~X,  
(b) i fxEA~,n>0,  p (a~- . -a ,x )  NX i f f thereex is t3X~, . . .  , 
X~ E Q, t~(X~, . . . ,  X~) -.~ X and p(a~) --~ X~, 1 _<-< i -< n. 
Note that if M is deterministic, p is a function p: A ~ ~ Q, characterized 
by the following: 
(a) if x E Ao, p(x)  = t~, 
(b) i fxCA~,n  > O, p(a~ . . .  axe) = t~(p(a~), . . .  , p (a , ) ) .  
DEFINITION 4.3. T(M)  = {c~ C Ar l~tX  C F ~ p(a) ~" X} is the 
set of trees accepted by M. M1 and M2 are equivalent iff T (M~) = T (M~). 
A regular system S is equivalent to an automaton M iff T (S) = T (M). 
Note that if M is deterministic, T(M)  = {a EAr l  p(a) E F}. 
LEMMA 4.4. For every expansive system S = (B, or, P, Z) over A,  one 
can effectively construct a nondeterministic automaton M,  such that 
T (M)  = T (S) .  
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Proof. LetM = (B - A ,  t l ,  . . .  , tk ,  {Z}},wheret~(X~, . . .  ,X~)  ~ Xo 
iff Xo --~ X~ • • • X~x is a rule of P. We first prove that X ~- a in S iff 
p (a) ~-- X in M by induction on the depth of a. 
(a) d (a )  = 0 implies a = x C A0, thus X ~ a in S iff X--+ x in 
S, since S is expansive, iff X -+ x is a rule in P iff t~ ,-~ X ,  by definition of 
M,  iff o (x )  "~ X ,  by definition of p. 
(b) Assumes = a~ . . .  a~x,x  E A~,n  > 0 and that if d (d  ) < d(~), 
then X t-- ~' in S iff o (d )  N X in M. Then X t-- a = ~1 "'" a~x in 
S N 3X1,  . . .  , X~ E B -A  ~ X ~ X1 . . .  X , ,x  I- al " "  a~x in S, 
since S is expansive, iff X --~ X~ • • • X~x is a rule of P and X~ F- a, in S, 
by Lemma 2.15, iff t~(X~, • • • , X~)  N X ,  by the definition of M and 
p(a~) ~-~ X~,  by the induction hypothesis, iff p (a) ,-~ X, by the definition 
of p. 
Now suppose a E A r, then a C T (M)  iff p(~) N a in M iff Z F- a in 
S iff a E T(S),  which proves the lemma. 
LEMMa 4.5. For every nondeterminist ic automaton, one can effectively 
construct an equivalent deterministic automaton. 
Proof. This has already been shown by Doner (1967) and by Thatcher 
and Wright (1966). The proof is a direct adaptation of the subset con- 
struction used by Myhill for ordinary automata. 
The results of Lemmas 3.10, 3.12, 3.15, 4.4, and 4.5 are summarized by 
the following theorem. 
TEEOREM 4.6. For every regular system, one can effectively f ind an 
equivalent deterministic automaton. 
I t  is likely that the application of the procedures given by Lemmas 
3.10, 3.12, 3.5, 4.4, and 4.5 will yield an automaton with far more than 
the minimum number of states. An algorithm for constructing a minimal 
automaton is given in Brainerd (1968). 
We now prove a result that is stronger than the converse of Theorem 
4.6. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let M be a deterministic automaton with q state~. For each 
state X C Q, i f  there is a tree a such that p(c~) = X ,  then there is a tree fl 
such that d (fl ) < q and p (~ ) = X .  
Proof. This result has been proved by Doner (1967) and by Thatcher 
and Wright (1966) in a manner analagous to the result for ordinary 
automata, Rabin and Scott (1959). 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let M = (Q, fl , • • • , fk, F) be a deterministic automaton 
over (A, (r). One can effectively construct a regular system S = (A, ~, P, F), 
such that T (S) = T(M) .  That is, one can construct a system S, equivvlent 
to M,  in which no nonterminal symbols are used. 
Proof. Suppose Q contains q states. Let P = { 4) ~ ~ [ d (~ ) < d (~ ) = q 
andp(q~) = p(~b) inM}.  Let r = {aE T(M) [d(a)  < q}. P andP 
may be found effectively since there is only a finite number of trees of 
depth d <- q and given M, p(O) in M is computable. 
To show T(M)  C_ T(S) ,  we first prove the following result: 
(*) VaCA r, 3f lCAr~d( f l )  < q, fi ~- a inS ,  and 
p(~) = p(a) inM.  
I f  d (a) < q, pick fl = a. I f  d (a) > q, pick a r to be any subtree of a 
such that d(a')  = q. By Lemma 4.7, there is a such that d(B r) < 
l d (a r) = q and p (fir) = 0 (at), which means ¢~r --+ a is a rule of P. Let 
¢h be the result of replacing an occurrence of a t by/~t. Then ~1 --~ a 
inS ,  s inceB' - -~ a rE P. Also p(B~) = p(a),  since p(~') = p(a') .  I f  
d (~1) >= q, the process may be repeated, yielding B2, f13, • • • , but since 
d(/~ ~) < d(a' ) ,  the process must terminate after a finite number of 
steps with d(¢~) < q, ¢~ = ~j --* . . .  --~ ~ --~ a in S and p(~) = p(Bj) = 
. . . .  p (~1) = p (a), which proves (*). 
Now suppose a E T (M). Then "4/~ E A r ~ ~ b- a in S, p (~) = p (a) 
and d(/~) < q, by (*). Since p(a)  ~ F, so is p(~), which implies that 
;~ E F, hence a E T (S) .  
Conversely, if a C T (S), then there is a tree ~ C r ~ ¢~ ~- a in S. 
p(ot) = p(fl) ~ F by the definition of P and r ,  hence a E T(M) .  This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.8. 
Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 yield the following result: 
THEOREM 4.9. The sets of trees generated by regular systems are exactly 
those accepted by finite tree automata. 
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